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 Development Warband was developed by Strike Suit Zero developer Volition (now defunct) as a spin-off of their Space Marine games. According to producer James Swirsky, the studio "looked at the Space Marine franchise as a template. The characters, the factions, the mechanics—we looked at all of those, and tried to distill the best parts of those games down into one game." The game was
inspired by the turn-based strategy of Risk. Volition intended to produce a sequel in 2004, but development was temporarily halted in favor of a Game Boy Advance game. The developers used the time to create a third-person shooter of the same name, published by Interplay Entertainment in 2005. Because of the similarity between the two games, the developer has been known to describe Warband
as a "Space Marine game for kids." Reception Computer Gaming World gave the PC version a score of 2.5/5 and remarked, "Warband is a strategic spin-off of the Space Marines series that does not hold a candle to the original". GameSpot gave the PC version 7.5/10, calling it "a solid game with a lot of potential". IGN said, "The fun is in the tactical turn-based combat that's much more streamlined

than the RPG missions in the original Space Marine, as well as a replayable multiplayer mode". However, Edge gave the game 4/10, describing it as "a halfway house". The Times gave the Xbox version 8/10, saying that "Warband is a fast and furious game, not a profound one". PlayStation Universe gave the PS2 version 7/10, calling it "A worthy contender for the pick of the litter". GameSpot
awarded Warband as runner-up for Game of the Year 2006, and Volition as runner-up for Best Studio. References External links Category:2006 video games Category:Action-adventure games Category:Xbox games Category:PlayStation 2 games Category:Video games developed in the United States Category:Video games scored by Richard Jacques Category:Video games set in the Middle Ages

Category:Video games with isometric graphics Category:Space opera video games Category:Tactical role-playing video games Category:Video games set in the Crusades Category:Multiplayer and single-player video games Category:Space Marine 82157476af
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